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PUBLIC ACCESS TO FLOWING WATERS IS AN UNDISPUTED DEMOCRATIC PRINCIPLE. Even before Americans decided
to stop obeying the rest of Britain’s antiquated laws and Old World traditions, our rivers were used by all members of society – for hydration, transportation, sanitation, power, commerce, agriculture, hunting and angling. And that was before the sporting pursuits were
simply for sport. On the frontier, to bar another man from drinking from a river or catching a fish might very well kill him.
Living conditions have changed these centuries later, but flowing waters are no less valuable. And thankfully, the citizens of America
still own her streams. Yet in a regression toward European ideas of propriety, the ground below those streams is no longer universally
public. Each state has the right to define such laws, and while some have governed in favor of their citizens, others favor their waterfront
landowners. While anyone may walk below the high water mark on any river in Montana, to do so on the same stream in Wyoming
might get you fined. This is a disparity of freedom to wander the wild reaches of a river, freedom to drop anchor to eat lunch. As the
sportsmen’s voice for our wild public lands, waters and wildlife, Backcountry Hunters & Anglers calls foul on that disparity.
Stream Access Now is BHA’s latest endeavor to improve public fishing and hunting access and opportunity nationwide. We believe
that streambed walking access, so essential to fishing and waterfowling opportunity, is not being discussed or defended at a national
level – and sportsmen are literally losing ground in some states. Many organizations are already doing great work on these issues at a
local level. We want to support and magnify their efforts. In places where no such organizations exist, we want to empower a constituency to engage in the stream access debate.
BHA aims to elevate the issue of public streambed access using the following approach:

1. Educate: Serve as a resource for informing and generating awareness within the sportsmen’s community about the challenge of
stream access – establishing it, upholding it, and defending it – state by state. A table containing each state’s stream access law begins
on page 14 of this report.
2. Motivate: Give sportsmen and women the tools, knowledge and impetus to speak up on the issue of stream access. Illustrate
what’s at stake for our community if we fail to gain – or we lose – the ability to access the public waters flowing through the nation’s
rivers and streams. Highlight this issue and spark conversations about access.
3. Activate: Build an army of hunter-angler advocates who can react quickly and nimbly to potential threats and take advantage of
opportunities to improve public access. Leverage the power of BHA’s on-staff resources to advance these efforts, providing targeted
assistance to achieve policy objectives in the state and national arenas.
To accomplish this, we’re joining forces with the outdoor industry – businesses with a vested interest in free public stream access.
Many already are committed to Stream Access Now. Their support is helping us jumpstart our efforts via a crowdfunding campaign to
provide Stream Access Now with a reliable foundation. The hope is that, by giving concerned sportsmen a stake in the process, we will
simultaneously create an army of boots-on-the-ground conservationists to demand the public streambed access that is our birthright
as Americans.
Make no mistake. Though the opponents of public access may be a minority, their influence often exceeds our own. Through
well-funded lobbying and political clout, these individuals are constantly seeking to erode the public’s rights to access our waterways.
We have an upstream hike ahead of us, through heavy current. But who better to take those strides than a group of backcountry hunters
and anglers?
Read up on your state’s access laws, starting on page 14. Visit backcountryhunters.org/streamaccessnow to learn more and support
this new effort. Sign the Stream Access Pledge and join others who are committed to upholding our rights to access America’s streams.
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High and Dry:

New Mexico anglers lose walk-and-wade access through private lands

Legislature vs. Supreme Court:

BY TODD LEAHY

Utah’s complicated battle over streambeds
BY KRIS OLSON
IN 2008, FOR THE THIRD TIME, the Utah Supreme

Court ruled in favor of the public’s rights to use the rivers and streams of Utah, so long as they participate in legal activities. The ruling in Conatser v. Johnson set off a
firestorm of rhetoric and sky-is-falling bravado by property
rights groups and developers of exclusive “trout ranches.”
Their claim: With this decision, the very foundation of our
state constitution had been eroded.
In fact, just the opposite was true. The Conatser court,
like the courts before them, took their lead directly from
Article XVII of the Utah Constitution:
All existing rights to the use of any of the waters in this
State for any useful or beneficial purpose, are hereby recognized and confirmed.
Among those rights, the court observed, is the right to
utilize the waters of the state (and their respective streambeds), for any lawful activity. This idea was common
knowledge as early as 1920, when Utah Fish and Game
Commissioner RH Siddoway reminded anglers and property owners alike that:
Fishermen have rights also. The waters of the state belong
to the state. The fish contained therein are also the property
of the state. Fisherman may wade any of the streams of the
state. If ordered off of the property of any owner thereof, they
cannot be ordered out of the streams.
To address this conflict, Rep. Lorie Fowlke held a series
of interim meetings in 2009 with any stakeholder on the
stream access issue willing to consider the public’s rights.
Her bill was an expertly crafted touchstone of compromise
and held the promise of settling Utah’s stream access issue
for generations to come.
That was, until a competing bill was introduced in the
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final days of the 2010 session. Drafted behind closed doors
with the explicit purpose of serving private interests, fueled
by dark lobbying money, the so-called “Public Waters Access Act” was shoved through the legislature on pre-greased
rails. With Gov. Gary Herbert’s enthusiastic signature, the
exclusive rights to use over 2,700 miles of rivers and streams
in Utah (about 43 percent of Utah’s fishable waters) were
gifted to private interests. The common angler became a
criminal if he or she touched privately owned beds without
written permission to do so.
The Utah Stream Access Coalition was founded a few
short months later. Within 10 months, the coalition had
filed two separate lawsuits on two sets of legal grounds. The
first lawsuit challenged the new law in its entirety – alleging
that it served no public interest and violated several articles
of the Utah Constitution. It named both the State of Utah
and Victory Ranch, a private development on the Upper
Provo River that aggressively lobbied for the act’s passage.
The second lawsuit sought to prove that the Weber River
was navigable based on its statehood-era use for transporting railroad ties to railroads and prop timbers to mines. If
declared navigable, federal law holds that the Weber’s beds
and banks were sovereign lands open to public use and the
trespassing provisions of the 2010 act were moot.
While the lawsuits worked through the courts, the coalition attempted to bring compromise legislation year after year. USAC sought to find an amicable solution that
would stand the test of time, yet no parties were interested
in coming to the table. The reasonable, sensible compromise being proposed was met with more of the same rhetoric, sky-is-falling claims, misinformation and revisionist
history. Those who did come to the table were hesitant to

engage, pending final rulings from the district courts.
In 2015, both of these cases at the district court level
finally came to an end, and USAC prevailed on virtually all
counts. In one case, a one-mile stretch of the Weber River
was declared navigable, and in the other, the “Public Waters Access Act” was declared unconstitutional. Anglers and
boaters rejoiced in knowing that their rights were upheld
though USAC’s grassroots efforts and the remarkable work
of their pro bono counsel.
A mere 113 days later, the Utah Supreme Court placed a
stay on the lower court’s decision and effectively re-closed
2,700 miles of river and streams pending the Supreme
Court’s review of the lower court’s ruling during the appeal
process (these two appealed cases present the high court a
fourth and fifth opportunity to rule on the public’s rights
to use the public waters of Utah). In January, and later in
June 2017, the Utah Supreme Court heard arguments on
both appeals. Final rulings are expected in late summer/
early fall.
The Utah Stream Access Coalition will continue to be
vigilant and fight for the public’s rights to use our public
waters via the courts, the legislature and negotiated means.
The forces that would eliminate all public access to rivers
and streams in Utah, Montana or New Mexico are not confined to these three states. They are a cancer that plagues all
of us in the West. We must do all we can to snuff out these
efforts to privatize our public resources now, before there’s
nothing left for generations to come.
Kris is the president of USAC, an avid angler and a bornand-raised Idahoan. When not on the river, he’s finishing his
M.D./Ph.D. at the University of Utah.

UNTIL 2015, NEW MEXICAN SPORTSMEN and women could freely walk their favorite trout streams without fear
of prosecution, as long as they remained in the stream. But
then the legislature amended the Stream Access Law of 1978
to deny public access wherever a stream crosses private property. Sen. Richard Martinez of Espanola, the bill’s author,
claimed that he received complaints from property owners
about trespassing anglers leaving trash and camping illegally.
These complaints prompted the bill that flew in the face of
a 2014 attorney general’s opinion stating that streams were
public domain. Ranchers and fishing lodge owners, angered
by the attorney general’s opinion, took to the legislature,
where Martinez pushed his bill through at breakneck speed.
Section C of the amended law reads:
No person engaged in hunting, fishing, trapping, camping, hiking, sightseeing, the operation of watercraft or any
other recreational use shall walk or wade onto private property through non-navigable public water or access water via
private property unless the private property owner or lessee or
person in control of private lands has expressly consented in
writing.
It is settled case law that the state controls the use of water
and does not part with ownership; it only allows an immediate use of water (Jicarilla Apache Tribe v. United States,
1981). Waters don’t need to be appropriated for public use
since they are already reserved for it, subject to being specifically appropriated for private beneficial use. It appears that
a sportsman may constitutionally fish from public waters so
long as he or she does not trespass on private land, and the
owner of the underlying land can’t complain about fishing
from boats on the public waters above. This interpretation
has been supported by the office of current New Mexico Attorney General Hector Balderas. In a 2016 Opinion Letter,
the AG’s Office stated that any reading of the 2015 legislation that is broader than a restatement of New Mexico

trespass law would be contrary to the Constitution of the
State of New Mexico.
At its relevant part, the New Mexico State Constitution
reads:
The unappropriated water of every natural stream, perennial or torrential, within the state of New Mexico, is hereby
declared to belong to the public and to be subject to appropriation for beneficial use, in accordance with the laws of
the state. Priority of appropriation shall give the better right.
New Mexico sportsmen and women, as well as the rafting and boating community, have raised serious questions
regarding the scope and purpose of the stream access law.
However, these questions remain unanswered. The New
Mexico Wildlife Federation, along with other concerned
interests, will continue to challenge the law in every way
possible. The matter is so murky now and landowners have
taken drastic measures, such as placing rebar and razor-wire
fencing in sections of the Pecos River, to stop any would-be
“trespasser.”
The New Mexico Wildlife Federation hopes that the
New Mexico Game Commission and Department of Game
and Fish change the way this law in being enforced before
some unwitting fisherman finds himself seriously injured or
worse. We all can agree that private property rights are the
cornerstone of this nation, but when they fly in the face of
settled law, a state constitution and over 500 years of practice, something must be done. To that end, New Mexico
Wildlife Federation will appeal to the Game Department,
and provide all legal analysis, to end private landowners actions and enforce the law as nothing more than simple trespass should the angler or boater tread on private property
during the course of their activity.
If the access question can be clarified, New Mexico would
join a handful of states where the public has broad access to
streambeds, including Montana, Idaho, Oregon and Texas.

But sportsmen involved in Montana’s access fight warn that
New Mexicans may have a long row ahead of them. Montana’s stream access fight started in 1977, went all the way
to the United States Supreme Court, and continues to this
day, said John Gibson, a Billings, Montana, sportsman and
president of the Public Land and Water Access Association.
Even if New Mexicans have years of legal and legislative
battles ahead to establish permanent access to our public
streams, it’s worth the effort, Gibson said. “Be prepared for
a long, hard fight, but think of what you’ll accomplish,” he
said. “Here in Montana, we feel very proud that we have
been part of something that will benefit generations to
come, and you can do that, too, by just asserting your rights.
It isn’t everybody that gets that chance. We usually sit back
and do nothing. But get in the arena. To hell with ’em. Be a
Theodore Roosevelt of your time.”
New Mexico Wildlife Federation President John Crenshaw said the organization is aware of the difficulties that
lie ahead, but that there is no choice at this point but follow
the opinions of the state’s top legal authority, state Supreme
Court precedent (established in 1947), and the advice of
our attorneys.
“The Federation has been fighting to protect our public
property rights for a century, and we’re not going to quit
now,” Crenshaw said. “Our streams, like our wildlife and
public lands, are held in the public trust so that everyone
can responsibly enjoy them in perpetuity. This is an opportunity for the sportsmen of our generation to make a difference, and in another 100 years the anglers of New Mexico
will be thankful we did.”
Todd is the deputy director for the New Mexico Wildlife Federation. He holds a J.D. in urban, land use and environmental
law and Ph.D. in American Indian history.
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Choke Point:

Colorado’s anti-recreation stream access law
BY ISAAC ZARECKI
YOU AREN’T GUARANTEED THE RIGHT TO FLOAT any

Free Flow

Idaho’s commonsense access rule
BY KRIS MILLGATE
I’M IN WADERS, BUT I DON’T HAVE A ROD in my

hand when I step out of the drift boat. I have a camera. I
want an underwater shot. Takes 30 seconds of record time.
I haven’t even settled onto my knees when I hear, “You’re
trespassing.”
What? I stand on river bottom all the time in my home
state of Idaho, but I’m not home. I’m in Colorado where the
water is public, but the land under it isn’t. The landowner
shaking his fist at me owns the river bottom on his side
of the flow and I’m on his side. In many cases, Colorado
landowners own bank to bank if they claim property on
both sides of the current, but they can’t make trespass claims
against anglers in Idaho where river bottom, and bank, is
public land up to the high water mark.
“Landowners need to know and understand the law too,”
said Doug Petersen, Idaho Department of Fish and Game
regional conservation officer. “Idaho landowners going after
anglers on banks below high water mark, that’s harassment.
Know the law. There’s power in knowing the law.”
Justin Hays, The Lodge at Palisades Creek general manager, makes sure his fly fishing guides know what’s what. His
shop is one of a handful of outfitters permitted to guide on
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the South Fork of the Snake River in eastern Idaho where
the high water mark is liberal.
Story goes, the surveyor back in the late 1800s didn’t have
the legs or the patience to fight his way through vine-coated
cottonwood clusters to find the exact high water mark. Surveyors were paid by the mile and that kind of fight slowed
them down. That’s why the public-private boundary on
the South Fork isn’t even close to the water in many places
and the canyon stretch is still undeveloped with campsites
open to all. There are miles of public wet and dry land on
both sides of the corridor. Hays takes advantage of that. He
knows working in a state with a public friendly, below high
water mark access is good for business in ways not realized
in neighboring states.
“In Wyoming, you can’t drop an anchor on the bottom
of the river,” Hays said. “You have to keep moving. When
guests want to stop to get out and stretch their legs, they
can’t touch earth in Wyoming and that makes it challenging. We have room to do that in Idaho.”
While Idaho’s public access between high water marks is
clear, the specific waters within that high water mark are
not. Public stream access only applies to navigable waters

in the Gem State. Navigable waters are any stream which,
in its natural state, during normal high water, will float cut
timber having a diameter in excess of six inches.
Idaho Department of Lands keeps a running list of waters
considered navigable. It’s surprising to see certain fishable
waters not on the list. Some of the missing stretches have
turned into court cases in recent years, including pond water attached to a main channel and a slough of backwater
that is floatable. Landowners and sportsmen are butting
heads over these muddied areas and their navigability status,
but the state’s historical high-water stance is still holding to
Idaho’s advantage.
“As soon as guests arrive, the first thing they ask us is,
‘Can we get out and stand in the river?’ They want to experience the river running over their legs and feet,” Hayes said.
“They want to stand in that force and cast to feeding fish.
That physical connection blows their mind and they can do
that here in Idaho. Our neighboring states, not so much.”
Kris is an outdoor journalist based in Idaho Falls, Idaho. See
more of her work at www.tightlinemedia.com.

of Colorado’s waters. For a state that touts its public lands
and outdoor recreation opportunities above nearly all else,
Colorado sure is restrictive about its water. Current law heavily favors riparian landowners and confines the public to a
fraction of the waters that would otherwise be open in more
accessible states.
Here’s the gist of your rights to use Colorado’s waterways:
A stream’s beds and banks are the property of the adjacent
landowner, and they have every right to lock you out. Portaging around obstructions and beaching your craft can result
in a trespassing violation. Anchoring, wading or incidental
contact with the streambed can result in a trespassing violation. The kicker to all this is, streamside landowners are not
required to post where their property begins. The onus is on
you to locate the property boundaries.
The public’s right to float through private lands isn’t guaranteed either. There is no law stating the public has the right
to float through private lands in Colorado. In fact, Colorado’s seminal water access case, People v. Emmert, suggests
that the public may not even have access to the surface of
the water.
That being said, these restrictions only apply to non-navigable waters. Unfortunately, Colorado doesn’t abide by any
standard navigability test. Therefore, all streams are considered non-navigable until a court declares otherwise.
The Emmert Decision is the guiding case in Colorado water access law. In 1976, a group of rafters entered the Colorado River from public land for a float trip. A portion of their
trip brought them through a private ranch near Kremmling
where they made contact with the streambed. The land-

owner heard about the rafters’ presence. He strung barbed
wire across a private bridge, informed the group they were
trespassing and tried to stop their excursion. The party was
subsequently arrested and charged with third degree criminal
trespass.
The case made it all the way to the Colorado Supreme
Court. Both parties agreed the section of the river was considered non-navigable. The defense argued that because rafters and anglers had used that part of the river before, they
were within their rights to float it. The court disagreed. In
its ruling, the justices declared that landowners have exclusive access to their streambed and everything above it. This
ruling allowed landowners to assert their exclusive access to
the water.
In 1983, Attorney General Duane Woodard clarified the
court’s decision with a legal opinion. He said that so long as
boaters didn’t make contact with the streambed, they committed no trespass. Unfortunately, this is just an opinion.
Legally speaking, it has no teeth.
Today there’s a lot of confusion about who has the right
to float Colorado’s streams. Some landowners, looking to restrict public access, have taken to harassing and threatening
those who float through their land. Some even force trespass
by intentionally blocking waterways with obstacles, making
boaters exit the water.
In 2010, a bill was put before the Colorado Legislature to
give rafters the right to float, but it failed to advance.
Further adding to Colorado’s water complexities, some
streams that would be accessible to the public run dry due
to diversion by irrigators. This practice stems from the prior
appropriations system. When Colorado was first settled, the

first person to divert water and put it to “beneficial use” had
a claim to divert that water. Those water appropriations are
still in effect today, and can preclude recreation and destroy
streams.
There are efforts underway to restore some of these waterways, with groups like the Colorado Water Trust working
hard to arrange water right leases. These leases are generally
signed between a private landowner and a state agency or
advocacy group to increase public access and leave enough
water in streams. While these leases do broaden recreational
opportunities, the public ultimately foots the bill for a resource that was public prior to its diversion. At the Jumbo
State Wildlife Area, users must purchase a $36 access permit
to enter the state owned property. This fee covers the lease of
the private Julesburg Reservoir. Currently, Colorado Parks
and Wildlife is in negotiations with the Consolidated Home
Supply Ditch and Reservoir Company to renew the lease of
the Lonetree Reservoir. The reservoir is a state wildlife area.
Failure to renew this lease would mean losing access to a popular fishing destination.
Colorado’s fisheries and breathtaking scenery are national
treasures. As the law stands right now, the public has limited
access to these resources via moving waters. Colorado’s population is growing rapidly and demand for access to its natural
resources is growing even faster, but still private entities are
restricting access and opportunity. The responsibility to push
for broader access lies with us, the people who cherish wild
places most.
Isaac is a BHA member, Backcountry Journal intern and a
recent graduate of the University of Wisconsin-Madison.
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Fishing Fit for a King:
Several Forest Service-owned boat launch sites
provide good access to the Virginia’s Jackson River
tailwater, but the river doesn’t see much fishing
pressure because many anglers worry about
accusations of trespassing from landowners, even
while wade fishing. Sam Dean photo.

The Low Water Mark:

Missouri legislator seeks to redefine riverside ownership, strip anglers’ access
BY BRANDON BUTLER
LITTLE MATTERS MORE TO MISSOURIANS than our

rivers. The Mississippi and Missouri were the cornerstones
of our state’s settlement and early economy. Today, the float
streams coursing through the Ozark Mountains of southern
Missouri are drawing the annual attention of hundreds of
thousands of paddlers and anglers. Messing with access to rivers and waterways is a bad idea in the Show Me State, but that
hasn’t stopped state legislators from doing so.
Missouri State Rep. Robert Ross continues to file legislation
session after session to eliminate public access along our rivers
and streams. Currently, Missouri floaters enjoy access up to
the high water mark. If Rep. Ross has his way, our streambeds would be privatized. According to Ross, these bills were
written to fight the Environmental Protection Agency’s Clean
Water Act. However, H.B. 556, which is the 2017 version
of H.B. 955 in 2015 and H.B. 2405 in 2016, specified that
streamside landowners have title to the low water mark of a
navigable stream, and to the thread (middle of main channel at low flow) of a non-navigable watercourse. The bill also
aimed to change ownership of non-navigable watercourse beds
from public ownership to the riparian owner of the land, and
to change the way a stream is deemed navigable. Today, if you
can float it, the waterway is navigable. If passed, this bill would
have required a Missouri court to deem a waterway navigable.
H.B. 556 sent Missourians into a rage. Thousands of citizens angrily contacted their elected officials to demand this
legislation die. Hundreds made trips to the state capitol and
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over 40 individuals attended a public House hearing on the
bill. Missourians are determined to protect the recreational
easement for floaters. Opponents of the legislation argue it
would reduce the quality of life for those living around the
waterways. Ross’ bill made it out of committee in 2015 and
2016, but in 2017 members of his own party questioned his
motives and H.B. 556 did not advance. Perhaps the good guys
are winning.
Ross claims this legislation would have no effect on floaters.
Yet, the same language was included: “Riparian owner has title
in fee to the low water mark of a navigable watercourse of the
state or a public navigable watercourse and to the thread of a
non-navigable watercourse.”
Citizens continue to rally for our rights to access the gravel
bars and banks to the high water mark of Missouri waterways.
Such an incredible assault on the very nature of outdoor enjoyment in our state doesn’t go unnoticed by sensible legislators
who must make up for those pushing an anti-government, private-property rights agenda that undermines the Public Trust
Doctrine and greater good of the general citizenry. Instead of
embracing what we have here in Missouri and seeking ways
to develop a stronger outdoor tourism economy around these
natural gems, we have politicians in our state committed to
hurting the masses to benefit the few. It’s shameful.
The rivers of Missouri’s Ozarks are some of the most pristine and precious water resources to be found anywhere in
America. Crystal clear, spring-fed waters teem with trout,

smallmouth bass and goggle-eye. Wild turkeys and whitetailed deer abound along their banks. Bald eagles, black bears,
reintroduced elk, feral horses and river otters all make frequent
appearances. Hundreds of thousands of paddlers pull over to
fish, recreate and camp on gravel bars up and down our rivers,
from bridges to the backcountry. The experience of the Ozarks
would be forever changed if the public could no longer access
streambeds up to the high water mark.
For now, attempts to strip Missourians of these rights have
been thwarted, but we’re not holding our breath they don’t resurface again in the near future. State legislators will likely file
more outlandish bills in 2018. The conservation community
will be there to block them again.
Why all Missouri legislators don’t see the economic and recreational benefits of our Ozark rivers is beyond comprehension for conservation-minded Missourians. In a depressed economic region, which most of the Ozarks are, one would think
outdoor recreation and tourism would signal financial relief
and a sense of public pride. Instead, we face the entrenched
mentality that all government is bad, even when public property is fueling the economy and protecting the natural resources that make our state so special.
Brandon is the executive director of the Conservation Federation of Missouri. His syndicated outdoor column, Driftwood Outdoors, appears in 25 newspapers each week.

On Virginia’s Jackson River, pre-Revolution land grants create confusion, frustration
BY MARK TAYLOR
ONE WOULD THINK a good-sized, productive wild trout
stream located within a day’s drive of half of the nation’s population would attract a lot of fishing pressure.
And one would usually be right.
Pennsylvania’s famous spring creeks are packed with fishermen. The Upper Delaware River’s wild browns and rainbows
have seen every fly in the book. Good luck fishing the Farmington in Connecticut without company from other anglers working an adjacent -- or even the same -- pool.
But one river in the East is a little different.
The Jackson River is a moderate-sized tailwater located about
an hour north of the Roanoke Valley, with 200,000 residents the
largest population hub in Western Virginia.
The Jackson has a healthy population of wild rainbows and
browns, but it doesn’t have much fishing pressure.
Over the past year I’ve fished the river perhaps 15 times. Not
counting the anglers in my group I’ve seen maybe a dozen other
fishermen. Total.
The reason? Centuries-old land grants from the Kings George
II and III of England have created a patchwork of definitive
public access that confuses and frustrates anglers.
Floating down the river, deemed formally navigable, is fine.
Fish in the “right” water and you can experience some of Virginia’s best wild trout action. But fish or even wade in the “wrong”
water and you could get yelled at or, worse, sued for trespassing. Rather than trying to navigate the confusing environment,
many anglers simply don’t bother.
Fortunately, things seem to be improving.
Over the past couple of years local officials have invested in
the Jackson River Trail, a beautiful rail trail path that hosts running races, draws lots of walkers and bikers, and provides good
access to a few spots where the trail runs adjacent to the river.
One homeowner even installed a bench on his property near the
trail and erected a sign that reads, “Take a rest here!”
The Homestead, a tony mountain resort in nearby Hot
Springs, hosts frequent kayak outings on the river for its guests.
Locals paddle, too. A store in Covington, a small town bisected
by the Jackson, always has a few bright kayaks on display.
Encouragingly, It has been years since I’ve encountered a

landowner who was anything but friendly, though I’ve hedged
my bets by not fishing in sections where I know landowners
have previously been testy.
The Army Corps of Engineers built Gathright Dam in the
early 1980s, providing flood control and a consistent source of
cold water for industrial operations of a mill 19 miles downstream in Covington. Controversy dogged the project from the
beginning, with widespread opposition to the dam even before
it was built. Once cold water started flowing, the Virginia Department of Game and Inland Fisheries began stocking trout.
Fishermen gained access at several riverside lots purchased by
the Forest Service.
As fishing gained popularity, sudden Implementation of artificial lures-only regulations rankled many locals, understandably
increasing the perception that “their” river was being hijacked by
out-of-towners. The state quickly backed off the regulations, but
the damage was not as easy to reverse. “No Trespassing” signs
began flourishing along the riverbanks.
In 1995, access ended up in court when riverside landowners
sued a fishing guide, claiming that grants from King George II
in 1750 and King George III in 1769 granted them ownership
of the river bottom as well as the fish.
The Virginia Supreme Court sided with the landowners a
year later. Access maps created by the VDGIF subsequently
highlighted the applicable section as an area “subject to potential
asserted private ownership of bottomland and/or fishing rights.”
The state suspended stocking while trying unsuccessfully to
establish a compromise, hoping a majority of the riverside landowners would agree not to contest fishing access between high
water marks while maintaining full privacy rights -- and posting
privileges -- to their land.
Meanwhile, the Jackson’s trout did just fine. Anglers fishing in
the publicly owned water immediately below the dam enjoyed
great action. So did those who fished downstream, either adjacent to public access points or daring to wade adjacent to private
land that, while it might have been posted, hadn’t been legally
established as kings grant water.
There was still tension. For a time, a local activist placed intimidating windshield flyers on vehicles parked at public access

points. I got one myself. Ominous signs erected on private lands
adjacent to public parking areas warned of trespassing charges
for anglers who ventured outside waters beyond the small frontage of the Forest Service-owned access points.
Things quieted down for several years before there was another lawsuit, in 2010. This time it was a landowner and a developer teaming up to sue a fisherman who refused to budge from
the river where the developer had promised residents 4 miles of
exclusive access.
The landowner and developer won, and maps at access points
were adjusted to reflect another section of water where fishing is
not allowed. But the off-limits section was not 4 miles long. It
was less than a mile long.
So came another lawsuit, this time between the aforementioned landowner and developer. That case was settled in late
2016, and terms were not available.
These days the signs next to parking lots have rotted away and
not been replaced. There are no more windshield flyers.
Fishing pressure seems to be increasing, albeit gradually.
During a recent trip to the river I donned waders at the Indian Draft access point while a large group of kayakers finished
up a float. I walked the bank downstream to one of my favorite
runs, only to stop in my tracks when I spotted another fly angler
already working the water. I wasn’t disappointed.
While I selfishly appreciate solitude when I fish, I don’t mind
a little more company on the Jackson. If the trend of the river
becoming a more welcoming fishing spot -- for locals and visitors alike -- continues, that means its stakeholder base will grow.
When a river has supporters, that’s a good thing if and when
that river faces threats or challenges. Who knows? One day, the
few landowners who have worked to shut the public out may
just find themselves grateful to have the public in their corner.
How ironic would that be?
Mark is the eastern communications director for Trout Unlimited. He covered the Jackson River access issue regularly while working
as the outdoors reporter at The Roanoke Times from 1998 to 2014.
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Protecting What’s Ours:

Montana Public Land and Water Access Association’s decades-long battle for access
BY E. DONNALL THOMAS JR.
A HUNTER HEADS OUT EARLY ONE MORNING to visit

a favorite duck blind on public property, only to find a new
gate across a public road. Two elk hunters drive toward public land in the Missouri River Breaks and run into a locked
gate across a road they’d traveled freely for years. Fly-fishermen arrive at a bridge over a famous trout stream and find
the route to the water barred by No Trespassing signs and
electric fences. Welcome to the New West.
All of these events took place in Montana. The wildlife resources beyond those newly erected barriers lay in the public
domain. Recreationists had utilized those routes for decades,
and a large body of evidence supported their status as legal
rights of way. But there stood the gates and fences, more tangible than any dusty court record. And they would probably
remain there indefinitely save for tireless effort by a small,
all-volunteer non-profit group called the Public Land and
Water Access Association, or PLWA.
Stream Access: One State’s History
In 1977, future members of what would become the Montana Coalition for Stream Access Inc. (and subsequently,
after a series of name changes, PLWA) filed suit against a
streamside landowner who was harassing recreational floaters
on the Dearborn River. After the usual legal delays and maneuvering, the state Supreme Court, citing the public trust
doctrine, ruled in MCSAI v. Curran that “any surface waters
capable of use for recreational purposes are available for such
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use by the public.” The same year, the court addressed another suit against a landowner who planned to string a cable
across the Beaverhead to prevent anglers from floating the
river. In MCSAI v. Hildreth, the court held that if a stream
is navigable for recreational purposes it can be used for such
up to the mean high water mark without regard to adjacent
ownership of land.
These key cases led to the 1985 passage of Montana’s
Stream Access Law, which survived multiple landowner appeals to higher courts. Today that law allows anglers and other recreationists to enjoy some of the country’s best fishing
and is crucial to the state’s economically vital outdoor recreation industry. One might think that after these dramatic
victories in both the courts and the legislature we could all
just relax and go fishing. One would be wrong.
The Bridges of Madison County
There isn’t much to Seyler Lane, and most of us would
never know of its existence save for several accidents of geography. The road runs across a bridge over the Ruby River
in southwestern Montana’s Madison County. The road and
the bridge long enjoyed an established prescriptive easement
that provided recreational floaters and anglers access to the
water. The private property on either side of the bridge is
now part of a trophy ranch owned by James Cox Kennedy,
an Atlanta-based media billionaire who has expressed little
love for the public.

In 2000, state Attorney General Joseph Mazurek issued
an opinion stating that the public may gain access to Montana streams and rivers by using a bridge, its right of way,
and abutments, and that the road easement does not narrow
at the bridge. Nonetheless, Kennedy erected fences between
the bridge and the water in 2003. When Madison County
commissioners refused to remove these impediments, PLWA
filed suit in 2004. So began a long, drawn out legal battle
whose complexity and duration threaten to rival the case of
Jarndyce and Jarndyce in Charles Dickens’ Bleak House.
In 2007, Kennedy filed a motion formally asking the court
to bar all access at Seyler Lane and two other bridges over
the Ruby that border his property. The district court ruled in
favor of PLWA on the other two bridges but delayed ruling
on Seyler Lane on procedural grounds. In 2009, the state
legislature passed the Bridge Access Law, which states that
the public must be allowed to access streams from public
roads and bridges. Nonetheless, in 2012 the district court
issued a delayed ruling on Seyler Lane that held against the
PLWA position.
On appeal by PLWA, the state Supreme Court overturned
the lower court decision and directed it to establish public
access to the Ruby at Seyler Lane. During those proceedings, Kennedy’s attorney acknowledged that their goal was
to overturn Montana’s 1985 Stream Access Law, which many
regard as the most progressive and enlightened in the nation.
During argument, Justice Patricia Potter pointed out that the

Montana constitution states “all the waters are the property
of the state for the use of the people,” and asked Kennedy’s
attorney if he was requesting the court to rule the constitution unconstitutional. He said yes, leaving many observers
baffled by the notion of an unconstitutional constitution.
The January, 2014 state Supreme Court decision in favor
of PLWA remanded the case back to district court to determine details of the required remedy. In July, 2016, after extensive argument over the dimensions of the legal right of
way the Supreme Court mandated, Judge Tucker ruled that
the easement to the waterline at Seyler Bridge extends five
feet beyond the bridge abutments – not enough for a boat
ramp, but enough to slide a raft into the water. In December,
2016 all deadlines for appeal expired. After 12 years of litigation, the matter became settled. Against considerable odds,
the public won.
The most important precedent to emerge from this convoluted case may be the Supreme Court’s finding in 2014
that Montana holds all waterways within its border in trust
for the people, and that adjacent landowners are prohibited
from excluding public use.
In court, Cox’s attorney asserted that his client “…not
only owns the land under the Ruby River…but the water

and the air above it.” Guess what? He doesn’t.
An Eye to the Future
In this piece I have concentrated on PLWA’s work on
streams and rivers simply because of BHA’s current (and
most welcome) focus on stream access. It is important to appreciate that the group works on behalf of hunters as well
as anglers. While its biggest victories to date may have involved stream access, it is currently involved in multiple cases
in which outfitters and landowners have impeded access to
areas that offer some of the best public land hunting in the
country.
While no one at PLWA is interested in personal publicity,
a few individuals deserve mention. Tony Schoonen and Jerry
Manley played key roles in drafting the 1985 Stream Access
Law. John Gibson has provided years of effective leadership.
Bernie Lea is a master at researching old court records for
documentation of public use. The only reward they have received for their work is the satisfaction of knowing they have
served the public interest and made Montana a better place.
PLWA is a small, grassroots organization that runs on the
enthusiasm and energy of its volunteers. Most of us recognize
that despite important past victories, the fight is just begin-

ning. Land ownership patterns are changing dramatically
throughout the West. Attempts to privatize and commercialize public wildlife resources have become commonplace,
and attacks on the North American Model and the public
trust doctrine are accelerating in intensity. PLWA and its
supporters are up against Big Money, and when vast financial resources face off against the public interest, the default
position isn’t pretty.
I’ll close with two specific suggestions. First, visit plwa.org
and offer whatever help you can. The group’s leadership is aging and would welcome new blood. Second, consider taking
the initiative and starting a similar organization in your own
state if one doesn’t exist already (and remarkably few do). The
issues PLWA is tackling are not just Montana issues. They involve all of us. BHA can provide a tremendous framework of
support, but there is no substitute for action at the state level.
These are indeed the times that try men’s souls, and no one
can assume that someone else is solving our problems for us.
After spending his adult life in Montana and Alaska, Don
and his wife Lori now winter in Arizona with their bird dogs.
Don writes about the outdoors for numerous publications. He is
a BHA member.
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Crossing Fencelines:

Why public land sportsmen need to reframe our narratives about private landowners
BY MILES NOLTE
ON APRIL 29, 2013, I stuffed myself into a ballroom on
the Montana State University campus to observe a satellite hearing of the state Supreme Court. Such events are
not, generally, well attended, but I arrived nearly a half
hour early and still had to worm my way into the margins. The crowd continued to swell until the lone police
officer tasked with wrangling the scene finally gave up on
fire code and allowed the throng of spectators to clog all
the doorways.
Cases involving the Montana stream access law are just
about the only ones to draw such crowds. The hearings
themselves are utterly uneventful: Lawyers cite obscure legal precedents while justices silently preside. The crowd
doesn’t experience a satisfying climax; this isn’t a jury trial
or one of the Law and Order spinoffs. On that day, several hundred of us lay-people struggled to convert concepts
like “prescriptive use,” “secondary easement” and “statutory provisions” into a narrative that would help us understand who will be allowed to wet their feet in Montana’s
moving water in the coming years.
I attended the hearing in two capacities: First as a journalist covering a story of interest to the fishing and hunting community, and second as an individual who cherishes
access to public watersheds in my home state. After the
justices filed out of the room, I rushed to the exits to conduct interviews. I wanted to know why all these people
showed up.
My expectation was an outpouring of solidarity. I assumed most everyone was there to stand up for stream access, and many were. Lots of fit Bozemanites puffed up in
Patagonia down extolled the virtues of our state heritage
and the need to protect our flowing public resources from
wealthy out-of-state individuals like James Cox Kennedy.
What surprised me, however, were the number of other
Montanans, mostly multiple-generation ranchers in clean
Wranglers and Sunday boots, who were there to support
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precisely the opposite position.
Several of these men and women complained to me
about the out-of-staters who were tromping up watershed
arteries of their land with disregard and even disdain for
their rights as landowners, using the stream access law as a
shield for disrespectful behavior.
“Used to be that people would come to the house and
ask permission to fish,” a rancher with a heavy stoop and
deep sun-creases in his face explained to me. “Now they
just walk right up from the road like they own the place,
and flip me the bird.”
He told me he had received two citations for harassing
anglers.
“I’m 80 years old! What the hell am I gonna do to anybody? I’m just damn sick and tired of all these people
coming out here and treating my property like a public
park.”
The conversations I had outside that sterile ballroom
have stuck with me the past few years. In January of 2014,
the Montana Supreme Court upheld the stream access
precedent in that case, but the win rang hollow for me.
How can we, as sportsmen who rely on public land and
water, expect to maintain our access if the broader community of landowners perceives us as threatening and oppositional?
We have woven ourselves a thick narrative blanket: We
assume to represent the will and rights of the majority
against a small minority of greedy landowners, and we
have spent years congratulating ourselves under the comfort of that blanket. We write articles for publications like
this one that glorify our perspective and demonize those
who disagree with us, but I’m afraid that outside our insulated circles, we are losing ground.
I don’t think we can afford to rest on the simple good
vs. evil paradigm we keep proffering. Here in Montana,
we can’t assume that the judicial system will perpetual-

ly uphold our interests no matter how many landowners
we irritate or alienate. Wealthy individuals will continue
to use their influence to try and change the landscape of
our courts, as Charles Schwab and Jim Kennedy did in
2012. And the judicial war of attrition against stream access perpetuated by these few will not go away, because
their funds are essentially unlimited, while those of the
opposition – namely the Public Land and Water Access
Association – are increasingly stretched.
Private landowners cannot be our enemies. If we create
an atmosphere that pits public sportsmen against landowners, we will eventually lose our access rights. We all,
as individuals, need to work toward building relationships
with landowners. We need to stop making them the bad
guys and start trying to understand their concerns and
perspectives.
Of course, we need to support groups like PLWA who
are actively fighting the battles that protect our lands and
waters, but that’s just not enough. Be a spokesperson for
public land sportsmen every time you’re in the field or on
the water. Make sure you know where you are and know
you have a right to be there. Clean up after yourself and
others. If you run into landowners while legally accessing
rivers that cross their property, be courteous and respectful.
Consider dropping by the ranch house and asking
permission before fishing that creek, even if you can hop
in at the public bridge and stay below the high water
mark. In my experience, it doesn’t hurt to bring a six-pack
or a bottle of whiskey as a peace offering. Like it or not,
we need the support of private landowners.
Miles is the angling editor and columnist for Gray’s
Sporting Journal and co-owner of Swallowtail Fly Fishing
in Bozeman, Montana.

Wild Waterways and the Law:
What is a ‘navigable river,’ anyway?
BY E. DONNALL THOMAS JR.
WHETHER YOU ARE FISHING, HUNTING, sight-seeing,

or just enjoying the closest thing to a free ride the laws of
thermodynamics allow, floating a river or stream is one of
the most enjoyable outdoor activities many of us know. Unfortunately, most of us also know that conflicts over legal
access to our rivers and streams now threaten our right to
utilize them more than ever. BHA is engaged in a campaign
to ensure our rights to access what is already ours under the
Public Trust Doctrine. In legal terms, that right often turns
on the concept of navigability.
First, a disclaimer. I am not an attorney. And, as I pointed
out to the editor when he asked me to review the matter here,
there is nothing about navigability that can’t be litigated by
someone somewhere. What follows is a review of principles,
but not a substitute for legal advice from an attorney in case
of conflict.
Courts have consistently held that the Interstate Commerce clause of the Constitution grants the federal government authority to regulate use of waterways on navigable
waters and to hold such waters in public trust. The 1870
Daniel Ball Case (which involved regulation of steamboats
on inland Michigan waters) defined rivers as navigable when
“… they are used, or are susceptible to being used, in their
ordinary condition, as highways for commerce, over which
trade and travel are or may be conducted in the customary
modes of trade and travel on water.” Courts have since used
two criteria for defining commerce: historical record and capability of use.
A historical record of trade along a waterway, transporting

goods or people, generally establishes navigability. Capability of use is more subjective. On many rivers, earliest commercial use involved floating logs downstream to mills for
processing. In several states, a waterway’s ability to “float a
log” has been held as acceptable proof of navigability. Other
states have adopted much stricter definitions of commerce.
In Georgia, for example, “a navigable stream must be capable
of transporting boats loaded with freight. The mere rafting of
timber … shall not make a stream navigable.”
The issue of navigability is crucial, since the U. S. Supreme
Court has ruled that navigable rivers and their streambeds
up to the mean high water mark are owned by the states
to be held in public trust. The streambeds of non-navigable
waters are regulated by state law, which can grant ownership to adjacent private landowners. However, states can also
use more lenient criteria than federal standards to determine
navigability, and some have. States can also grant greater access to waterways regardless of navigability, as Montana and
California have done in their constitutions.
Several recent court cases have held that recreational use
in itself is proof of navigability. In an Alaska case, the court
ruled the Gulkana River navigable on this basis because “to
deny this use of the river is commercial because it relates to
the recreation industry is to employ too narrow a view of
commercial activity.” A number of other recent court cases
have ruled that use of waterways even by small, private recreational craft is a sufficient criterion to establish navigability.
And since the US Supreme Court has ruled that “rivers that
are navigable in fact are navigable in law,” the ability to float

your canoe down a stream should be enough to confirm its
legal status as navigable.
While this sounds clear cut, private landowners around
the country continue to challenge the public’s right to recreate on streams and rivers, often by challenging their status
as navigable waters. Unfortunately, state courts have differed
widely in their responses to such litigation. I do not expect
legal clarity in the near future, even though much of the relevant law seems straightforward. Outdoor recreationists will
need to review the pertinent status of streams state by state.
Several organizations provide detailed information beyond
the scope of this discussion, including the National Organization for Rivers (nationalrivers.org) and American Whitewater (americanwhitewater.org). We hope the table of access
laws on the following 10 pages is helpful and interesting.
It shouldn’t be this confusing. Please help BHA fight to
maintain the public’s right to enjoy the waters that belong to
all of us. As Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes wrote in a court
case involving the public trust doctrine and its application to
American waterways, “A river is more than an amenity; it is a
treasure.”
Backcountry Hunters & Anglers has prepared the following report
to help river users gain a basic understanding of the complex and varied laws that affect our rights across the United States. While we have
taken great efforts to ensure that this report reflects accurate and contemporary interpretations of state laws that are, in some cases, obtuse
and undecided, this is not intended to be a legal document, and the
authors of this report are not attorneys. Additionally, access laws are
constantly evolving, so we encourage river users to check specific local
legality before floating any unfamiliar stretch of water.
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Definition of navigability

Public floating
access through
private lands

Streambed
access through
private lands

Right to
portage above
high water
mark

Stream access law in a nutshell

State fish

77,242

Very subjective. Waterways that meet various standards, including capability of valuable floatage, transportation in the public
interest for a sufficiently long season and use by the public in the future, may be considered navigable. Alabama’s public waters,
which include all natural bodies of water, water that touches land owned by more than one person or corporation and any water
impounded by a lock or dam that is placed across a navigable waterway, are only subject to public use if they are navigable in fact.

Yes, only on navigable
waters

No, unless landowner
grants access

Yes, in case of
emergency

The public can float waterways that meet various standards, but generally include all those capable of floating commercial logs
outside of flood seasons. Boaters may not walk on private streambeds or access navigable waters through private lands, unless
there is no posted signage stating the land is private. Portage is only permitted in an emergency.

Largemouth bass
Tarpon

365,000

Any water of the state that is navigable for any useful purpose. For a waterway to pass the navigability test, it must be capable of
transporting people or goods, regardless if it is actually used for transportation or not.

Yes

Yes, up to the high
water mark

Yes, around obstacle or Alaskans have a constitutional right to access navigable and public waters, regardless of who owns the streambed. If you can
in case of emergency
access the water without trespassing, you can boat on it and portage when neccessary.

Chinook salmon

Arizona

90,373

Determined by the Arizona Navigable Stream Adjudication Comission. ANSAC says for a waterway to be navigable, it must have
been capable of commercial trade and travel at the time of statehood (1912). The waterway must also be wet, with water from
more than just precipitation. As of 2016, ANSAC only defines the Colorado River as navigable, though decisions are pending for
other streams. The federal government and private owners control all other streambeds.

No

No, unless landowner
grants access

Yes, on navigable and
federal waters

On the Colorado River and waters with federally owned streambeds, the public has the right to boat, fish and recreate. On waters
with privately owned streambeds, the public has no rights, unless given permission by the landowners.

Apache trout

Arkansas

82,366

The public’s right to navigate is based on a water’s recreational value. Waterways capable of being boated by small vessels for at
least six months of the year are considered navigable, regardless of commercial or recreational use. Waters capable of small boat
traffic for shorter periods of time may also be considered, especially if they have a long history of use.

Yes

Yes, up to the high
water mark

Undecided, but likely
yes as an incident of
navigation

If a waterway can carry a small boat for six months out of the year, it is considered navigable and available for public use. This
includes streambed access up to the high water mark. However, access to the waterway through private land is not guaranteed.

No state fish

California

189,454

Waters suitable for public use and currently navigable in fact for most of the year by any watercraft. The California Consitution
considers this an easement for public navigation and its incidents, like boating, fishing, swimming, hunting and other recreation.

Yes

Yes, up to the high
water mark

Undecided, but
likely yes in case of
emergency

The public has an easement for navigation on all waters navigable in fact for most of the year by any watercraft. This easement
allows for recreational activity, streambed access and access through private lands via public roads.

Golden trout

Colorado

107,403

There are no state statutes or legislation that defines navigability. Colorado uses the federal navigability test, but has found no
navigable waters in their state under it.

Yes

No, unless landowner
grants access

No

The public’s interest in recreational waterway use comes second to its interest in use for irrigation, as most people live in the arid
eastern region of the state. However, boaters have access to most major river systems as long as they enter and leave from public
property, and don’t set foot on private land.

Greenback cutthroat trout

Connecticut

5,828

Waters subject to the ebb and flow of the tide and used for a valuable purpose, such as trade or commerce. The state follows the
federal navigability test. However, the public may float on all waters, regardless of navigability.

Yes

Yes, on navigable. No,
on non-navigable

Undecided, but likely
no

The public may recreate on both navigable and non-navigable waters. Navigable waters are defined as those subject to the ebb and
flow of the tide and used for trade or commerce. On navigable waterways, the public has streambed access and a right to portage
below the high watermark.

American shad

Delaware

2,183

Waterways capable of transporting useful commerce, including recreational transportation. Waters may become navigable after
alterations, such as dredging. Delaware has few navigable waterways.

Yes

Undecided

Undecided

Commerce and ecreational floating constitute naivagability. Streambed access and right to portage on private land is uncertain,
but the public may boat and fish on all navigable waters, regardless of streambed ownership.

Weakfish

25,949

Adheres very closely to federal definition of navigability, but state courts have included recreation as an additional determining
factor. Florida considers all navigable waters public except in certain cases where the state has sold off or otherwise given up rights Yes
to lands submerged beneath navigable waters.

Undecided

Florida access law holds pretty close to the federal definition of navigability, but some state cases suggest that it’s a bit more
lenient, and recognizes recreation as a determinant of what’s navigable. The public may use navigable waters up to the high water
mark so long as they access through public lands. There are, however, some exceptions where submerged land was either granted
into private control before statehood, or sold by the state into private hands.

Largemouth bass
Sailfish

River
miles

Alabama
Alaska

State

Florida
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Yes, up to the high
water mark
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Definition of navigability

Public floating
access through
private lands

Streambed
access through
private lands

Right to
portage above
high water
mark

Stream access law in a nutshell

69,547

Waterways capable of transporting boats loaded with frieght in the regular course of trade either for the whole or part of the year,
however, there is no clear standard and navigability is often determined on a case-by-case basis.

Yes, but land owners
can block access if they
own both sides of the
stream

Yes, up to the low water
mark

No

Navigable waters are those capable of regular barge traffic. The public may boat and fish to the low water mark only where the streambed
Largemouth bass
is owned by the state. If the streambeds are private, you need permission to wade and fish.

3,905

Hawaii has very few navigable waterways, so there is no clear definition. The state recognizes three different tests: navigable in
fact, reasonable improvement and ebb and flow.

Undecided, but likely
yes

Undecided

Undecided

Most inland waterways in Hawaii are short, shallow and narrow. The state recognizes several navigability tests but does not
specify when or how they should be used. However, Hawaii’s Constitution mandates that the waters of Hawaii, including
navigable rivers and streams, be protected in a public trust for its citizens.

Humuhumunukunukuapua’a

River
miles

Georgia
Hawaii

State

State fish

Idaho

107,651

Any waterway that can float useful commodities or any small, commercial or recreational watercraft in its natural state. Idaho has
adopted a recreational boating test, considering navigable streams “highways of recreation.”

Yes

Yes, up to the high
water mark

Yes, but must re-enter
at the closest safe spot

Idaho waters that can be floated by small watercraft are considered navigable and open to recreation. The public has streambed
access and a right to portage, regardless of streambed ownership.

Cutthroat trout

Illinois

86,076

Waterways shown by “meander lines,” which show the natural flow of water on maps created by government surveys in the late
1800s and early 1900s are considered navigable. If not a meander line, the state looks at if it is navigable in fact. Illinois focuses on
a waterway’s capacity for commercial use.

Yes

Yes, up to the high
water mark

Undecided

If the waterway is navigable in fact and the streambed is publicly owned, it is most likely fully accessible. If the streambed is
privately owned, it is only accessible for navigation, not for hunting, fishing or portage.

Bluegill

Indiana

35,673

Waterways with capacity for useful navigation and which are navigable in fact.

Yes

Yes, up to the high
water mark

Undecided, most
likely no

Public recreation and boating are allowed on all navigable, state-owned waters/riverbeds. That determination, however, can be
difficult to ascertain. We recommend consulting a stream roster on indiana.gov.

Largemouth bass

Iowa

70,247

All waters that can support a vessel capable of carrying one or more persons during a total of six months in one out of every ten
years.

Yes

Yes, up to the high
water mark

Undecided, most
likely yes

If a waterway can support a vessel capable of carrying one or more people during a total of six months in one out of every ten
years, it is considered navigable and is open to fishing, swimming and wading, regardless of streambed ownership.

Channel catfish

Kansas

133,956

For a waterway to be navigable, it must be able to transport local, mostly agricultural products. Uses navigable in fact test where
the title of the riverbed was passed to the state when they were admitted to the Union.

Yes

No, unless landowner
grants access

Undecided, most
likely no

There are only three rivers in Kansas considered navigable, the Kansas, Arkansas and Missouri rivers, which are open to public
recreation up to the high water mark. Most Kansas waterways are privately owned and require permission for access.

No state fish

Kentucky

49,105

Uses the ‘navigable in fact’ definition but courts focus on whether water has capacity as a public highway for transportation,
favoring larger waterways versus smaller, less permanent streams or creeks. Public right of navigation
includes recreation such as boating, swimming and fishing.

Yes

Yes, up to the high
water mark

Undecided, most
likely no

Public usage is limited to larger waterways with more permanent commerce and transportation. The public right to navigation
includes boating, fishing, swimming, temporary anchorage and incidental use of the riverbed, regardless of streambed ownership.

Spotted bass

Louisiana

53,622

Determined by waterway’s capacity in its ordinary condition as a commercial trade route. Uses the ‘navigable in fact’ test. The state
goes further to say that if a waterway’s depth, width and location make it available for commerce, it is navigable. The state owns
Yes
navigable riverbeds and the public can boat, fish and canoe up to the high water mark.

Yes, up to the high
water mark

Undecided, most
likely yes

If a waterway is deep enough, wide enough and in a location that makes it good for commercial travel, it is considered navigable.
The public has the right to boat, fish and canoe in navigable waterways, as well as use the streambeds and banks incidentally
related to navigation, regardless of ownership.

White crappie

31,752

In Maine, floatable and navigable are practically synonymous. The public can use waters where the tide ebbs and flows, where the
surface area is more than ten acres, where the waterway is large enough for boats transporting some sort of property, and where
a saw log is able to float. Recreational use is just as important as commercial use, so a waterway able to float “pleasurable craft” is
publicly accessible.

Yes

Yes, up to the high
water mark

Undecided, but most
likley yes

If a waterway is floatable, it is navigable and open to public transportation, recreation and streambed/bank use in relation to
fishing, waterfowling and navigation. Recreational use of a waterway is just as important as commerce.

Atlantic salmon

16,839

The traditional measure for navigability in Maryland was water subject to the ebb and flow of tidal influence, but in recent years
the state seems to have relaxed this definition to include non-tidal waters capable of navigation in fact.

Yes

Yes, up to the high
water mark

Undecided, most
likely yes

Current law in Maryland seems quite friendly to public access to floatable water, allowing access at all public bridges and
road crossings of floatable water. Though historically the state has only recognized waters subject to the ebb and flow of tides
as navigable, that definition appears to have broadened. A complete list of public waters and access points is available on the
Maryland DNR website.

Striped bass

Maine

Maryland
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State

River
miles

Definition of navigability

Public floating
access through
private lands

Streambed
access through
private lands

Right to
portage above
high water
mark

Stream access law in a nutshell

State fish

Yes

Undecided, but likely
up to the high water
mark

Undecided, most
likely yes

Massachusetts protects the public right to freely pass over all waters in the state, regardless of navigability. The rights of passage
include recreation. Navigable waters are those subject to the ebb and flow of the tide, are navigable in fact or simply have the
capacity for navigation, commercial or recreational.

Atlantic cod

Massachusetts

8,229

Similar to Maryland, Massachusetts defines navigable waters as those subject to the ebb and flow of the tide. Commercial use
does not have to be proven; recreational navigation and the capacity for navigation in general can determine navigability. Uses the
public trust doctrine, holding that the air, sea and shore belong to the public.

Michigan

51,438

Waters capable of commercial use are navigable, specifically for transporting logs, though the size and quantity of lumber required
to meet the basic requirement are unclear. This definition extends to waters only capable of commerce during seasonal high flows. Yes
Michigan law expressly excludes recreational boating as a test for navigability.

Undecided, most likely
yes up to the high water
mark

Undecided, most
likely no

Recreational boating is a gray area in Michigan law, but fishing rights have been explicitly upheld on navigable waterways. Private
landowners can own the streambed but, so long as the river is deemed navigable, fishing and wading rights below the high water
mark are protected.

Brook trout

Minnesota

91,944

Under Minnesota State law, a waterway is navigable when it is used or may be used for travel. The state owns all land beneath
these waterways, which are open to recreation. Recreational navigation is sufficient to prove navigability, and the public may use
all waterways that are legally accessible through public lands/roads.

Yes

Yes, up to the high
water mark

Undecided, most
likely no

A Minnesota waterway is navigable if it’s capable of travel, recreational or commercial. The state owns navigable streambeds,
which are open to public recreation. All surface waters and groundwater, except for surface waters not confined, are waters of the
state.

Walleye

Mississippi

81,316

Natural waterways with a mean annual flow of at least 100 cubic feet per second or with a long history of public use. Private
owners of land beneath navigable waters cannot exclude others from the water’s surface, including activities associated with its
use. The Army Corps of Engineers, Mississippi Valley Division, maintains a list of navigable waters.

Yes

Yes, up to the high
water mark

Only at established
points

Mississippi waterways with a long history of public use or a mean annual flow of at least 100 cfs are considered navigable and
open to public recreation. The public may use surfaces and streambeds, regardless of ownership, up to the high watermark.

Largemouth bass

Missouri

51,978

Waterways capable of commerce by customary modes of transport, or navigable in fact test. If capable of commercial use,
the public is also guaranteed recreational rights. Navigability is not clearly defined or settled in Missouri and remains highly
contentious.

Yes

Yes, up to the high
water mark

Yes, but only within
streambed

In Missouri, waterways navigable in fact, or with a long history of use, and the capability of commercial and recreational
transport are open to the public. The state asserts a public trust doctrine, allowing recreation, streambed access, right to portage
and other incidents of navigation, regardless of ownership.

Channel catfish

Montana

169,829

Under the Montana Constitution, all waters of the state are owned by the state for the use of its people, establishing a public trust.
Montana has a statutory recreational use test that defines navigability as all surface waters capable of recreational use, regardless of Yes
streambed ownership.

Yes, up to the high
water mark

Yes

In Montana, if a waterway is capable of recreational use, the public may use it, regardless of navigability or streambed ownership.
As long as you enter a stream at a legal access point, you may float or wade the streambed up to the high watermark.

Westslope cutthroat trout

Nebraska

79,056

The Missouri is the only navigable river in Nebraska. The state, however, does not use navigability to determine public access and
has little law regarding it. Instead, the state constitution dedicates the use of all state waters to the public.

Yes

No, unless landowner
grants access

Yes

All Nebraska waters are available for public use, regardless of navigability. Water is owned by state, and the streambed owned by
adjacent property owner. A state statute permits portage around fences and obstructions, but streambed access is not guaranteed.

Channel catfish

Nevada

141,796

Waterways capable of commerce through customary modes of transport. The state uses a federal navigability test, but has not
defined the extent of the public trust.

Undecided, most likely
yes

Undecided, but likely up
Undecided
to the high water mark

Nevada law currently recognizes federal definitions of navigability but has not made any determinations about public rights
on other waterways. It has also not expressly stated that fishing and/or hunting are public rights on navigable or non-navigable
waters.

Lahontan
cutthroat trout

New Hampshire

10,874

Waters that are used, or are capable of being used, in ordinary condition, as highways for commerce. These include waters capable
of supporting normal means of trade or travel, but does not include streams that can merely be used as highways for logs.

Yes

Undecided, but likely up
Undecided
to the high water mark

New Hampshire navigability access laws are not well documented, or clearly defined, and little case law exists. It seems reasonable
that users can float and recreate on streams capable of floating rafts and other watercraft and have the right to fish and hunt below
the high water mark, but this is not definitively certain.

Brook trout
Striped bass

New Jersey

6,450

Uses the common law ebb and flow doctrine to determine which waterways are public. All tidal waters fall in the public trust,
regardless of navigability. If the waterway is not tidal but navigable in fact, it can be used only for public navigation.

Yes

Only on tidal waters.
Otherwise no

Undecided, but most
likely no

New Jersey tidal waters are open to public use regardless of navigability. If a waterway is not tidal but navigable in fact, it is open
to public navigation but considered private.

Brook trout

New Mexico

108,014

Uses the prior appropriation doctrine and recognizes that any water in a stream is public. Any waterway that can be accessed
legally is open for boating and recreation. However, in 2015 the state legislature amended its stream access law to deny streambed
access in waters that cross through private property.

Yes

No, unless landowner
grants access

Undecided

In New Mexico, water in a stream is public and open to recreation and appropriation if it is legally accessible, except for where the
water crosses private land. The public does not have walking access to streambeds adjacent to private land.

Rio Grande
cutthroat trout
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Definition of navigability

Public floating
access through
private lands

Streambed
access through
private lands

Right to
portage above
high water
mark

Stream access law in a nutshell

State fish

51,790

There are two types of navigable waters in New York: 1) tidal, navigable in law and 2) non-tidal, navigable in fact. Both waters are
natural, unimproved and serve as substantial and permanent channels for commercial transport.

Yes

Yes, up to the high
water mark

Yes

New York recognizes tidal waters navigable in law and non tidal waters navigable in fact, which serve as substantial public
highways of transportation. The public has recreational access to all navigable waters, however fishing rights on navigable in fact
waters that cross private property is not guaranteed.

Brook trout

North Carolina

37,853

All waterways capable of being used for trade and travel through ordinary modes of transport. Uses a navigable in fact test that is
more like a recreational boating test. If a waterway can be navigated by watercraft, it is navigable in fact and therefore navigable in
law.

Yes

Yes, up to the high
water mark

Undecided, most likely If a boater can float the water, it is navigable and can be used for recreation. Navigable waters are in the public trust, including
yes
streambeds. If the navigable water is tidal, public use extends to all waters that cover an average high tide.

North Dakota

54,373

Waterways capable of navigation by craft common at the time of statehood, including canoes and small, flat-bottomed skiffs, are
considered navigable.

Yes

Yes, up to the high
water mark

Undecided

North Dakota law appears relatively tolerant of recreational access, suggesting waterways that were capable of navigation by small
craft at the time of statehood should be held in the public trust. That said, relatively few rivers and streams have been granted
official status as navigable, so the potential for conflict and contention exists.

Northern pike

Ohio

29,113

Waterways capable of being used for recreational boating, including canoes, rafts, and kayaks. Other factors that may determine
navigability are a waterway’s history of recreation and access to the water. Navigability is determined on a case-by-case basis as the Yes
state believes it cannot be determined by a precise formula.

No

Yes

Ohio does not believe there is a precise definition for navigability, so it is determined on a case-by-case basis. However, the state
generally accepts waterways capable of recreational boating, with a history of recreation and with public access. The public is
allowed to recreate freely on all navigable waters but streambeds are not publically owned.

Walleye

Oklahoma

78,603

Waterways open and boatable are public waters, regardless of navigability. Oklahoma uses a navigable in fact test.

Yes

Yes, if navigable. If
non-navigable, unclear,
likely no

Undecided

Any stream capable of floating may be used by the public, regardless of navigabilty. However, the beds of non-navigable streams
are owned by the lan owner of each side of the stream. The access laws are unclear in regards to wading, touching the river-bottom, portage or touching the land.

White bass

Oregon

110,994

If at the time of statehood, a waterway was capable of commerce through the ordinary modes of transport, it is considered
title-navigable. However, if a waterway does not meet this standard, the state also uses a public use navigable test. If a waterway
has the capacity, in terms of length, width, and depth, for boatage, and the streambed is privately owned, the public has a floatage
easement.

Yes

No, unless landowner
grants access

Yes

Oregon uses title-navigable and public use navigable tests. They allow for public access to a larger number of waterways, including
those navigable in fact and small, floatable, non-navigable waterways.

Chinook salmon

Pennsylvania

83,260

All waters navigable in fact and able to transport commercial goods. The state focuses on the commercial value of a waterway.
There is not a list of Pennsylvania’s navigable waterways, however the state has recognized nine public rivers that are open to
recreation.

Yes

Yes, up to the high
water mark

No

The public has the right to fish in any navigable waterway, which is determined by the practical uses of the water. If a stream is
determined navigable, the streambed is considered state owned, thus allowing wading, portage, and fishing. If the stream bed is
non-navigable, floating is permitted, but fishing is exclusive to the landowner.

Brook trout

Rhode Island

1,392

All waters below the high water mark belong to the state and its people. Rhode Island doesn’t really use a state navigability test
to determine how a waterway can be used. In case law, the state has cited the federal test, as well as the Massachusetts and Maine
tests.

Yes

Yes, up to the high
water mark

No

Rhode Island’s public trust doctrine opens all waters of the state, up to the high water mark, to public use. The state doesn’t have
its own navigability test.

Striped bass

South Carolina

29,898

All waters capable of floating anything beneficial to the public are deemed navigable and “forever free.”

Yes

Yes

Undecided, most likely In South Carolina, if a waterway can be floated and used as a public highway, it is
yes
navigable and open to recreational use up to the high water mark.

Striped bass

South Dakota

9,513

Waters that can at least support a one-person vessel between May 1 and September 30 in two out of every ten years. The state uses
a recreational boating test to determine navigability, however anyone can petition the Water Management Board of South Dakota
to declare a stream navigable.

Yes

Yes

Undecided, most likely
If a waterway is floatable, it’s navigable and open to public use.
no

Walleye

State

River
miles

New York
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Definition of navigability

Public floating
access through
private lands

Streambed
access through
private lands

Right to
portage above
high water
mark

Stream access law in a nutshell

State fish

61,075

Similar to federal test, but slightly more lenient. If a stream can support a craft capable of commerce in any form, then it’s navigable. The state, however, recognizes the public right to float through, and enjoy, non-navigable rivers that pass over private lands.
Rivers have no designation as either navigable or non-navigable until so determined in state court.

Yes

Yes, up to the high
water mark

Undecided, but likely
no

On any river or stream that’s capable of floating a craft, the public has rights to passage, hunting and fishing. The question of
streambed use on designated non-navigable rivers, however, is less clear, and probably not legal.

Smallmouth bass

Texas

184,797

Streams in Texas can be declared navigable either by fact or by statute. Navigable in fact has been interpreted to mean capable of
use for commerce or transportation by vessel, even recreational vessels. Streams navigable by statute must have an average width
of 30 feet between high water marks from their mouths up.

Yes

Yes, up to the high
water mark

Undecided, but likely
no

Public access is relatively friendly in the Lone Star State. If you can float it, it’s probably legal for recreation and fishing. Navigability, however, does not necessarily confer public hunting rights. Hunters should check the statues for particular rivers.

Guadalupe bass

Utah

81,899

All waters that meet the federal title test, or are used in commerce, trade or travel, are navigable. There is no state title test. However, all waters in the state are public waters, regardless of navigability, so the public may recreate on streams that do not pass the
federal title test. The Utah Supreme Court will soon clarify the public’s right to wade streambeds.

Yes

Undecided

Yes

All Utah waters are available for public use, regardless of navigability. However, streambed access rights have changed several
times in recent years and anglers await a Supreme Court decision on the matter.

Bonneville cutthroat trout

Vermont

7,099

Boatable waters, or those navigable in fact that are highways for transportation and commerce. This includes all natural inland
lakes. Navigability is determined on a case-by-case basis.

Yes

Yes, up to the high
water mark

Undecided, most likely
In Vermont, if a waterway is boatable, it is navigable and open to the public.
yes

Walleye
Brook trout

Virginia

49,350

Waters navigable in fact, or capable in their natural condition of being used for commercial trade and travel. The state uses a strict
version of this test, prohibiting the public from streambed access on navigable rivers adjacent to private land. This is arguably
stricter than the federal test, which is confusing and results in uncertainty. The public has no rights on non-navigable streams.

Yes, only on navigable
streams

No, unless landowner
grants access

Virginia uses a strict navigable in fact test, where waterways must be capable of commercial trade and travel in their natural conUndecided, most likely dition and public access is limited where navigable waters border private land. The state law isn’t fully developed and is arguably
no
stricter than the federal title test. While state law is confusing and hasn’t been friendly to public access in the past, a 2015 court
case opened up 14 rivers to public use that were previously off limits.

Brook trout

Washington

70,439

A stream must be able to float a bolt of shingles to be considered navigable. While a single bolt of shingles isn’t large, the state
courts have expressly stated that streams capable of passage by a kayak or canoe are not necessarily navigable. The state owns the
beds of all navigable waters.

Yes

Yes, up to the high
water mark on
navigable streams

No

West Virginia

32,260

West Virginia distinguishes between navigable and floatable waters; the public has different rights on each. Navigability is determined by the federal test: if the stream can be used for the transport of commercial goods. Floatable waters only need to float logs
and small watercraft, even if only during certain times of year. Floatable waters must be in a natural state, or unaltered by people,
but not navigable waters.

Yes, only on navigable
or floatable waters. Unclear on non-navigable
waters

Yes, up to the high
water mark on
navigable streams.

On navigable waters, the public may use the streambed up to the high water mark. On floatable waters, the public may float
Undecided, most likley
through private land but cannot legally use the streambed. Public rights on non-navigable waters are not well defined, but are
no
likely none.

Brook trout

Wisconsin

56,884

A waterway is navigable if it can float a craft “of the shallowest draft.” This definition isn’t restricted to the water’s normal conditions. If the water is able to float a craft periodically or regularly, it is navigable.

Yes

Yes

Floatable water is public in Wisconsin, and users are legally allowed access to all lake and streambeds below the high water mark
Undecided, most likely
for recreational purposes. Though riparian owners can own streams, the public has legal access to those streambeds below the
yes
high water mark while engaged in water-related recreational activity.

Muskellunge

Wyoming

108,767

Wyoming common law has adopted a test for public use of streams that is independent of the test of navigability. By the useability
test, a stream can legally be used if it can be boated. Use where streams pass through private lands is very restricted.

Yes

No

Yes

State

River
miles

Tennessee
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Public access is granted on any stream capable of floating a bolt of shingles. While that language is frustratingly unclear, it’s as
far as the state has gone in codifying which rivers are navigable. This definition explicitly does not include streams that can only
accommodate kayaks or canoes.

If a stream can be used by a watercraft, it is accessible to be floated by the public. The public does not have access to private
streambeds.

Steelhead

Cutthroat trout
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Stream Access Pledge

I believe that, as flowing water is the property of the people, so too is the earth
it flows over in normal course. Private property rights must be respected and
hunters and anglers should be allowed to wade and float below the high water
mark. I will defend the democratic principle of public access and join other
dedicated sportsmen and women in defense of our rights and traditions.
TO LEARN MORE AND FIND OUT HOW TO GET INVOLVED,
PLEASE VISIT BACKCOUNTRYHUNTERS.ORG/STREAMACCESSNOW.
ANY QUESTIONS PLEASE CONTACT
ADMIN@BACKCOUNTRYHUNTERS.ORG OR (406) 926-1908
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